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That a garage could be a designer’s favorite room in a 
project comprising two houses—one by Frank Gehry, 
no less—might scream sacrilege to a card-carrying 
ASID (American Society of Interior Designers) 
member. But 44-year-old William “Billy” Lehman 
isn’t your average decorator.
 In a nod to his client’s passion for horses and cars, 
Lehman had the entire back wall papered with a custom 
10-foot-wide, 21-foot-high image of a horse race. (He 
also kept the entire space pristine—as in, not a single 
storage container allowed.) The result? A perfectly lit, 
entirely greaseless, minimalist space that stars the owner’s 
circulating collection of Cobras, Aston Martins and their 
brethren. “It’s an art gallery for cars,” says Lehman. His 
British-born client Keith Brackpool—founder and CEO 
of water company Cadiz, owner of Manhattan Beach’s 
Manhattan Country Club and the chairman of the 
California Horse Racing Board—considers the conceit 
a derby winner. “I looked through dozens and dozens of 

A savvy design team brings an early  
Frank Gehry up to speed with sports cars, 
racing horses and enough wow moments to set 
this acre-plus spread way ahead of the pack. 
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nice ride
interior designer/
property developer 
William Lehman 
struts through the 
garage of a recent 
Santa Monica canyon 
project. The horse 
racing wallcovering was 
custom-made by nY-
based interior designer 
Jarlath Mellett. 
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head-on images of horses racing and finally settled on this, 
which I think does the job perfectly,” says Brackpool.
  Lehman is a Princeton- and Yale-educated interior 
designer/developer and self-described “wise watchdog 
uncle” (or hip can-do younger brother) in the pillars-to-
pillows manifestation of Your Dream House—a process 
that, in lesser hands, is often fraught with conflicts of 
interests, price opacity and general chicanery. Lehman’s 
strategy, however, is simple: total transparency. “I don’t 
profit from a project costing more or taking longer,” he 
says. Instead, Lehman charges a flat fee of $10,000 per 
month for a mutually agreed time frame, during which 
he and his two-person staff do it all: design; architecture; 
overseeing other designers, architects and legions of 
subcontractors—whatever is required to bring home a 
turnkey result on time and on budget. “Construction 
is very complicated, even for professionals, and 
everybody’s a shark,” Lehman says. “By not making 
money on overages, by showing all bids, all accounts—

everything!—I become my client’s trusted ally.” 
 Like many autodidacts, Lehman learned his skills 
the old-fashioned way: inadvertently. What started in 
1998 in Tribeca—where he crafted his own crib out of 
two neighboring lofts and sold it four years later, fully 
furnished, at a profit—eventually extended to L.A. 
when Lehman moved here in 2002 and continued to 
build, decorate and resell properties.
 In 2007, Lehman began to apply his professional 
know-how to other people’s homes when he went to work 
on what would become Brackpool’s mini-compound. 
The first house was designed by Frank Gehry in the 
late 1970s and later modified by architect Mark Mack 
in the mid-’80s. When Lehman came onto the project, 
he decided to incorporate elements of decorator Betsy 
Burnham’s plans into the final design of the house, while 
reworking the space’s awkward allotment of rooms.  
 Recently divorced, Brackpool told Lehman he 
required more space for his children. “It was an intense 

Lounge AcT 
opposite page: in the 
sitting area of the 
guesthouse master 
bedroom, designer 
Jarlath Mellett 
assembled a group of 
black-and-white photos 
taken in cuba with a 
highly sculptural mohair 
chaise and a vintage 
Laurel floor lamp.

open pLAn 
Above: The guesthouse 
living room features a 
custom-made sofa with 
racing stripes that echo 
owner Keith Brackpool’s 
horse racing silks. 
right: in the front hall 
gallery of the gehry-
designed main house, 
Lehman replaced doors, 
windows and flooring. 
An open walkway on 
the second floor leads 
to the master suite. 
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program,” Lehman recalls. “Keith needed to expand the 
house quickly to accommodate his kids.” Trouble was, 
the architects he originally hired crafted a plan to “pop 
out” new rooms that would have radically changed the 
house’s design and taken two years to realize.
 Why not, Lehman proposed, find more square 
footage in the house’s existing footprint? “His first 
question was why I needed more space,” says Brackpool. 
“He spent an hour walking around then sat down and 
laid out the design, and he hit it straight on. I was 
floored.” Lehman’s plan ultimately yielded a bedroom 
from a garage, a master bath from a partially enclosed 
attic and a repositioning of walls that added 1,500 
square feet of functioning space to an approximately 
6,000-square-foot house. The project took all of five and 
a half months, on time and on budget.
 Small wonder that in 2009, when Brackpool 
bought the two-bedroom house next door to serve as 
a 3,500-square-foot guesthouse/clubhouse, he called 

Lehman again. “We spent two and a half weeks on the 
design, did the permits online and by week three were 
in construction,” says Lehman. As with the first house, 
the footprint in this second—a 1970s interpretation 
of a midcentury design—was untouched; yet inside, 
Lehman says, “everything is now different.”
 To help with the interiors, Lehman enlisted 
Manhattan-based designer Jarlath Mellett. In addition 
to new floors, surfaces and hardware, in came custom-
designed furniture such as a wooden, amoeba-shaped 
table on the back patio and a living room sofa upholstered 
in white and burnt orange, the colors of Brackpool’s horse 
racing silks. Selected pieces from Brackpool’s collection 
of Cuban art went up on the walls. And Mellett’s one-off 
wallpapers—a kitchen island table wrapped in facsimiles 
of Cuban newspapers; an organic bring-the-outdoors-
in image in the bedroom; and the horses racing in the 
garage—are found throughout. In the basement gym, 
there is an homage to England’s Arsenal Football Club 

MASTer cLASS
Above, from left: 
Mellett created the fern 
motif wallpaper in the 
guesthouse’s master 
bedroom to echo the 
canyon’s greenery. A vintage 
goyard trunk at the foot 
of the bed provides stylish 
storage for guests. Lehman 
installed walnut stairs that 
lead from the main house’s 
upper-level walkway to the 
master suite. 
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printed on a workout mat on the floor, and outside 
there is a golfer’s delight: a putting green designed by 
the greens team at the local Riviera Country Club. “My 
favorite room, without a doubt, is the main room,” says 
Brackpool. “The views take in the folly of the putting 
green and the outdoor seating around the fireplace and 
continue on to the steps leading to the tree house.”
 In terms of delivering theatricality, Lehman was 
uniquely suited to fit the bill: both his undergrad and 
graduate work focused on theater studies, and prior 
to designing and building homes he was a successful 
music industry executive. “Keith didn’t want anything 
traditional in either house—no bookshelves, even,” 
Lehman says. “He wanted everything to be personal, 
to be dramatic, to pop.” For Lehman, that kind of rock 
’n’ roll was no problem at all. A

green Scene
clockwise from top:  
A putting green created 
by designers from the 
riviera country club 
creates the ultimate 
view from the living 
room. A natural river 
runs through the 
property. golf accents 
are found throughout. 


